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Abstract

A key element for many fading-compensation techniques is a (long-range) prediction tool for the fading

channel. A linear approach, usually used to model the time evolution of the fading process, does not perform well

for long-range prediction applications. In this article, we propose an adaptive fading channel prediction algorithm

using a sum-sinusoidal-based state-space approach. This algorithm utilizes an improved adaptive Kalman estimator,

comprising an acquisition mode and a tracking algorithm. Furthermore, for the sake of a lower computational

complexity, we propose an enhanced linear predictor for channel fading, including a multi-step linear predictor

and the respective tracking algorithm. Comparing the two methods in our simulations show that the proposed

Kalman-based algorithm significantly outperforms the linear method, for both stationary and non-stationary fading

processes, and especially for long-range predictions. The performance and the self-recovering structure, as well as

the reasonable computational complexity, makes the algorithm appealing for practical applications1.
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I. INTRODUCTION

We address the problem of modeling and prediction of channel fading in this article. Channel fading

prediction can be used to improve the performance of a wide range of telecommunication systems which

employ channel state information (CSI). Having estimates of future samples of the fading coefficients

enhances the performance of many tasks at the receiver and/or at the transmitter, including adaptive coding

and modulation, channel equalization, the decoding process of data symbols, and antenna beamforming.

In particular, the performance of adaptive coding and modulation techniques strongly depends on the

performance of the fading prediction algorithm [3], and usually a long-range prediction algorithm is

required [4]. Another application of the fading prediction is to compensate for the effect of feedback

delay in closed-loop communication systems [5], [6]. This delay includes the effect of channel estimation,

feedback calculation, feedback transmission, CSI reconstruction and application, and other processing

delays. An extensive literature survey on the subject of fading modeling and prediction can be found

in [4].

Consider a single-path flat fading channel from a transmit antenna to a receive antenna. The channel

fading coefficient hn is zero mean (subscript n is the time index), with the variance σ2
h = 1. Fig. 1

shows the block diagram for prediction of a fading channel. The channel coefficients are estimated from

the received signal series {yn}, where the nature of yn could be different depending on the application.

Usually yn is a pilot signal which is appropriately designed for channel estimation, as in 3G systems. In

some applications, yn is the modulated user data which is used by a blind channel estimation algorithm.

The subject of channel fading estimation is well-established in the literature and is not addressed here.

We assume that the channel estimate hn is shown as hn = hn + vn, where vn is the estimation error

modeled as a zero mean Gaussian noise with the variance σ2
v . As an indicator for the estimation quality,

the observation SNR is defined as SNRz = σ2
h/σ

2
v = 1/σ2

v .

In this article, a single-path SISO fading channel is considered, and a novel Kalman-based adaptive

predictor, as well as an enhanced adaptive linear predictor are proposed which are described later. If

the path delay variations are not negligible in comparison with the symbol period, the same algorithms
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could be applied to each resolved multi-path component, and also to every single channel in the case of a

MIMO channel. However, it has been shown that MIMO channels can offer longer prediction lengths than

traditional SISO channels [7]. An extension of the proposed Kalman-based method to the multi-path and

multi-antenna case is presented in Appendix C. For the linear approach, there are conventional extensions

available in the literature, for example see [8], [9].

For prediction of a future sample of the channel using the past measurements, a model is needed to

represent the dynamics of the channel. Having the series of the channel measurements {hn}, the parameters

of the model are estimated or updated, and the future fading sample is predicted as shown in Fig. 1. The

model selection and extraction of the parameters, as well as the prediction algorithm, are explained in the

sequel.

Many processes are represented with a linear model, i.e. an auto-regressive moving-average (ARMA)

model. In this context, an approximate low-order AR model is often used as it can capture most of the

fading dynamics. For example, see the MMSE linear predictor proposed in [10], and the channel tracking

algorithms utilizing Kalman filter in [11] and [12]. Linear models are known to be optimal for Gaussian

signals. Also linear models are easy to use and have a low complexity, however, they fail to show the true

time behavior of a channel fading process. The Gaussian assumption for the fading signal is only valid

for a rich-scattering area, i.e., when the number of dominant scatterers are significant. However, in many

mobile environments, there are a few main scatterers which construct the fading signal [13]. Also the

time-varying nature of the fading signal is in contrast with the Gaussian assumption in any case. Overall,

the linear models do not perform well for long-range predictions as shown in the literature (for example,

see [14]). The block-adaptive linear predictors are widely used, however for a fast time-varying channel (or

for a long block length), the model parameters become outdated towards the block end. This problem can

be ratified to some extent by updating the linear coefficients more frequently using adaptive methods [4].

Other than the linear approach, some other prediction approaches have been used for fading channels. For

example, in [15], a linear-trend method is used in the context of multiuser detection. Article [14] uses a

(nonlinear) quadratic approach and shows that while it has good modeling properties, it is very sensitive
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to the model changes. Nonlinear methods have usually high complexities and they are hard to analyze.

Furthermore, they are usually difficult to be adaptively applied. In this article, we utilize a nonlinear model

as explained in the following. By applying an equivalent state-space model, we avoid the problems of

nonlinear processing.

When the receiver, the transmitter, and/or the scatterers are moving, each scattered component undergoes

a doppler frequency shift given approximately by [16]

f(k) = fd cos(θ(k)) (1)

where θ(k) is the incident radiowave angle of the k’th component with respect to the motion of the mobile

and fd is the maximum doppler frequency defined as fd = V
C

fc, where fc is the carrier frequency, V is

the mobile speed and C is the speed of light. Assuming Nsc scatterers, the complex envelop of the flat

fading signal at the receiver is

h(t) =
Nsc∑

k=1

ρ(k) ej(ω(k) t+φ(k)) + ζ(t) (2)

where for the k’th scatterer, ρ(k) is the (real) amplitude, φ(k) is the initial phase, ω(k) = 2πf(k), and ζ(t)

is the model error. The phase φ(k) can be absorbed in the amplitude as α(k) = ρ(k) ejφ(k). According to (2),

a fading channel can be modeled as sum of a number of sinusoids. This so-called sum-sinusoidal model

relies on the physical scattering mechanism [17]. Previously, this model has been used for prediction of the

channel fading [18], [19], [20], [21]. In this article, we use the sum-sinusoidal model in a Kalman filtering

framework. This model is adaptively updated to follow the changes in the scattering environment. Unlike

most of the works in the literature, we propose a complete adaptive modeling and prediction algorithm

for time-varying fading channels. Also we present an enhanced adaptive linear algorithm, then compare

their performance. It is shown here that how these two approaches behave and compare in a real situation

with practical assumptions.

Assuming a two-dimensional isotropic scattering and an omni-directional receiving antenna, it is known

that the autocorrelation function of the fading process can be written as [17]

Rh(t, t− τ) =
E[h(t)h∗(t− τ)]

σ2
h

= J0(2πfdτ), (3)
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where fd is the maximum doppler frequency, J0(·) is the first-kind Bessel function of the zero order, and

τ is the time difference. A Rayleigh fading process with the above correlation property is called the Jakes

fading [17], [22]. We examine the performance of the algorithms with the Jakes fading, and also with a

non-stationary fading which is generated by a ray-tracing approach.

Here is a summary of the contributions of this article. In Section II, we propose a new linear prediction

method. Conventionally a 1-step linear predictor is used. Here a D-step predictor (D≥1) is presented,

and the relation to the 1-step predictor is derived. This approach reduces the computational complexity of

the conventional linear method. Furthermore, a tracking algorithm for coefficients of the D-step predictor

is proposed. In Section III, we consider a state-space model based on the sum-sinusoidal fading model.

Using the state-space model, an adaptive Kalman algorithm is proposed. The algorithm is presented for

both acquisition and tracking phases. Additionally, a tracking algorithm for the doppler frequencies is

proposed. Also we introduce an enhancement to the prediction part of the adaptive Kalman filter. In

Section IV, the simulation results are presented and the algorithms are compared.

II. LINEAR APPROACH

To model a fading process, a linear model is widely used. An AR (Auto Regressive) model of order

NAR is recursively defined as follows

hn+1 =

NAR∑
i=1

a(i) hn−i+1 + ξn+1 (4)

where a = [a(1), a(2), · · · , a(NAR)]T is the AR coefficients vector, and ξn+1 is the model error which

has a zero mean.

The time evolution of an AR model can also be shown as a state-space model [11], [9] as follows




hn = Bhn−1 + qn

zn = mhn + un

(5)

where

hn = [hn, hn−1, · · · , hn−NAR+1]
T (6)
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is the fading regressor at time n, B is the transition matrix defined as

B =




aT

INAR−1×NAR−1 0NAR−1×1


 , (7)

and qn is the noise vector defined as qn = [ξn, ξn−1, · · · , ξn−NAR+1]
T representing the model error. m is

known as the measurement matrix which is defined as

m = [1, 0, · · · , 0]1×NAR
, (8)

un is the observation noise, and zn is the system output (which is substituted by the observed values for

implementation).

It is easy to show that

ĥn+1|n = Bhn, (9)

where ĥn+1|n is the prediction of hn+1 given the observations up to the time n, i.e.,

ĥn+1|n = E [hn+1|zn, zn−1 · · ·] . (10)

A. The Linear Prediction Algorithm (LP)

Assuming an AR model of the order NAR, a 1-step linear predictor is shown as follows

ĥn+1|n =

NAR∑
i=1

a(i) hn−i+1. (11)

Minimizing the mean square error (MSE), E

[∣∣∣hn+1 − ĥn+1|n
∣∣∣
2
]

, provides the prediction coefficients a

via solving the Yule-Walker equations [23].

For the Jakes fading, a is analytically available [1]. In practice, a is estimated using the fading samples

using one of the well-known methods such as Levinson method, Burg method, or Prony method. In a

non-stationary environment, the coefficients are frequently updated to follow the model variations.

Here, the linear coefficients are estimated using a Least-Squares approach and solving the equations

by the Levinson-Durbin recursion over a window length of TAR. The estimates are updated every TAR

samples. Fig. 2 shows the flowchart of the algorithm.
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B. D-step Versus 1-step Prediction

To perform a D-step prediction, the 1-step predictor could be used D times recursively. However, we

are interested in a direct D-step prediction method because it is easier to analyze and to implement. Fur-

thermore, this is particularly helpful in the tracking mode as it is addressed in Section II-C. Equation (11)

can be extended to provide a D-step linear predictor [1] as follows

ĥn+D|n =

NAR∑
i=1

a(D)(i) hn−i+1. (12)

The superscript “(D)” indicates that the variable is related to the D-step predictor (Please note the

difference between a(D) which is the D-step predictor coefficient, and aD which is a to the power of D.).

Calculation of the coefficients of the 1-step predictor, a, was explained before. For the D-step predictor,

a(D) = [a(D)(1), a(D)(2), · · · , a(D)(NAR)]T (13)

can be computed using a. From the state-space model, it is shown [24] that ĥn+D|n = BD hn, similar

to (9). Hence,

ĥn+D|n = m ĥn+D|n (14)

= mBD hn. (15)

By comparing (15) and (12) it is observed that

a(D) = (mBD)T , (16)

meaning a(D)T is the first row of BD. Therefore, to obtain the coefficients of the D-step predictor, the

calculation steps are as follows: a → B → BD → a(D)

C. Tracking

In a non-stationary environment, model is changing and the assumption of a fixed model over the

observation window results in a performance degradation. A low-complexity adaptive algorithm is desired

to track the fine changes of an over time. An LMS algorithm is used as in [4]

an+1 = an + µAR hH
n en (17)
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where en = hn − ĥn. Note that we have added the time index n for an in the tracking mode signifying

that it is changing at each time step.

As explained in Section II-B, a
(D)
n is calculated using an, which requires the calculation of BD

n . In the

tracking mode, this calculation is needed whenever an is updated, which can impose a high computational

complexity. In Appendix A, we propose a method to decrease the complexity. Using this method, the final

equation for tracking a D-step linear predictor is similar to the LMS algorithm of (17), and is as follows

a
(D)
n+1 = a(D)

n + µAR G(D)
n hH

n en, (18)

where G
(D)
n is an NAR ×NAR matrix. Appendix A explains the structure and the calculation of G

(D)
n .

III. THE PROPOSED APPROACH

Consider the fading model shown in (2). Assuming a sampling rate of fs = 1/Ts, the fading samples

can be written as

hn =
Nsc∑

k=1

α(k) ejω(k)nTs + ζn (19)

where hn = h(nTs), and n is the time index. In many mobile environments, there are a few main scatterers

which construct the fading signal [13]. Whereas in some urban areas there could be up to eight or even

more contributing components in the fading signal [25]. In any case, the sum-sinusoidal model of (19)

can represent the fading signal. Note that the Jakes model is a special case of the sum-sinusoidal model,

and is mathematically valid only for a rich-scattering environment.

A. Estimation of the Model Parameters

Estimation of the parameters of a sum-sinusoidal model is a well-known problem [26], particularly in

the areas like acoustic and speech processing, and signal processing in communications. In this work, we

are interested in a practical and efficient solution with complexity constraints, for modeling the mobile

fading channel.

A majority of the works on channel modeling use a statistical approach to capture the channel behavior.

However, the fading model (19) could be observed as a deterministic equation, and a handful of articles
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have used this approach to capture the behavior of the fading process, e.g., refer to [18], [19], [20], [21].

Assuming Nsc scatterers, there are 2 Nsc unknown parameters to be determined in the model given in

(19). As a systematic solution, only 2 Nsc fading samples are required to form an equation set. Solving

the equation set provides ω(k) and α(k), for k = 1, · · · , Nsc. As this approach uses only a few noisy

measurements of the fading process, it could result in poor estimation of the parameters. Article [19] uses

an ESPIRIT algorithm to find the doppler frequencies, and then solves a set of linear equations using

the Least-Squares method to estimate the complex amplitudes. Alternatively, article [18] uses the Root-

MUSIC method to find the doppler frequencies. To estimate the amplitudes, the Least Squares and the

Bayesian methods are used in [20] assuming that the doppler frequencies are known. As another solution,

[20] assumes an AR model for each α(k), estimates the AR coefficients using a Modified Covariance

method, and constructs a Kalman filter on the AR model to estimate the amplitudes [20].

In this paper, we propose a new approach to estimate and track the parameters. We utilize the fact

that the doppler frequencies usually change slower compared to the complex amplitude variations when

the setting of the scattering environment is the same. Generally speaking, this is because the doppler

frequency variations are the result of any acceleration of the mobile movement, however the complex

amplitudes change even when the mobile is moving at a constant velocity as the distances are changing.

A similar observation was made in our simulated fading samples. Therefore, we separate the tracking

of ω(k)’s and α(k)’s, to capture their different dynamics properly. The details of the proposed method

follows.

Assuming a constant scattering model, Fourier transform of the fading signal shown in (19) can provide

the estimates of the model parameters, as different scattering components are decoupled in the frequency

domain. Fourier analysis can provide an accurate estimation of ω(k)’s if they do not change significantly

and the observation window is not too short. In practice, the ω(k)’s change slowly with time. Therefore,

a high-resolution method is required to estimate the doppler frequencies using a short window of recent

measurements, as in [18], [19], [20]. Furthermore, these estimates need to be performed frequently which

imposes a high computational complexity. However, this problem can be solved by an adaptive filter. We
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utilize a tracking loop to follow the slow variations of ω(k)’s at each fading sample. Therefore, unlike the

window-based methods, the doppler frequencies are up-to-date at each sample. A sudden change in the

frequencies may occasionally happen, for example, if the mobile path abruptly changes. In this case, the

frequencies are estimated again. Because of the robustness of this approach, the initial estimates of the

frequencies do not need to be very accurate. Therefore, we can use a simple Fourier analysis to do this.

Fourier analysis can provide rough estimates for the amplitudes as well. However, α(k)’s usually change

fast, and these changes may even be significant over a few fading samples. Therefore, a vigilant algorithm

is needed for tracking the α(k)’s. Knowing ω(k)’s, we construct a Kalman filter based on the sum-

sinusoidal model to efficiently follow the α(k) variations. The state-space model is introduced in the next

two sections.

B. The State-Space Model

A time evolution model is a useful tool for the prediction of a process. A well-known form of an

evolution model known as the state-space model can be written as



xn = An xn−1 + qn

zn = mn xn + vn

(20)

where xn is an Nray ×1 state vector at time n which is the sinusoidal channel amplitude vector, An is an

Nray ×Nray matrix which controls the transition of the state vector in time (sometimes called transition

matrix), and qn is a noise vector with the covariance Qn = E[qn qH
n ], which represents the model error.

The mn is the measurement matrix, vn is the observation noise, and zn is the system output (which is

substituted by the observed values for implementation). In practical systems, An, Qn and mn are usually

constant or slowly time-varying. A well-known state-space representation of an AR model can be found

in Section II. We propose a new state-space model for the mobile fading in the following.

Considering the sum-sinusoidal process given in (19), we propose the following state-space model:

An = diag
[
ejωn(1) Ts , ejωn(2) Ts , · · · , ejωn(Nray) Ts

]
(21)

and

mn = [1, 1, · · · , 1]1×Nray , (22)
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where Nray is the model order which is the number of the assumed scatterers (ideally, Nray = Nsc). The

zn in (20) is substituted with the available measurement of the fading sample, i.e., zn = hn. Therefore,

the state vector xn consists of the complex envelops of the scattering components. A Kalman filter can

utilize the state-space model to estimate the state xn at each time. An extension of this state-space model

to MIMO and multi-path channels is presented in Appendix C.

C. The Proposed Algorithm

Here we propose an adaptive algorithm for fading prediction (which is called “KF”). Fig. 3 shows the

flowchart of the algorithm, and a description of the main blocks follows.

1) Kalman Filtering: Kalman Filtering is an estimation method which is commonly used in communi-

cation systems (for example, see [11], [27], [12]). Assuming a state-space model, Kalman filter efficiently

estimates the state vector xn using the observation samples. The estimation of the state vector given the

observations at the time n, shown as xn|n, is optimal in the MMSE sense. This estimate is used to predict

the future samples of the fading signal.

In the following, the Kalman equations [24] are demonstrated, and Table I defines the variables used

in the Kalman equations.

Prediction part:

xn|n−1 = An xn−1|n−1 (23)

Pn|n−1 = An Pn−1|n−1A
T
n + Q (24)

Update part:

kn = Pn|n−1 mH
n

(
mn Pn|n−1 mH

n + σ2
v

)−1
(25)

xn|n = xn|n−1 + kn

(
zn −mn xn|n−1

)
(26)

Pn|n = Pn|n−1 − kn mn Pn|n−1 (27)

The presented Kalman filter works properly as long as the assumed model represented by An is valid.

In the transient times when the model is changing, the Kalman filter may lose the track of the state. A
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threshold is imposed on the magnitude of the error term in (26), εn = zn −mn xn|n−1, to prevent large

invalid changes. Namely, if |εn| > Tε then ε′n = Tε εn/ |εn| is used instead. A larger threshold causes less

distortion of the error signal in the tracking mode, while a smaller threshold means that the Kalman filter

will converge more quickly to the new model when the scattering environment is changing. A threshold

of Tε = 4 σv, selected by try and error, is used here. To decrease the transient time, the estimates of α(k)’s

from the Fourier analysis are applied as initial values to the Kalman filter.

Regarding the computational complexity, this is a low complexity Kalman filter to implement. The

inversion of equation (25) is a scaler inversion (not a matrix inversion), and most of the other equations

only need vector calculations as mn is a constant vector.

2) Model Acquisition: The current parameters for the fading model are estimated according to Sec-

tion III-A. We apply the Fourier method to estimate ω(k), k = 1, · · · , Nray using an FFT algorithm [1].

Acquisition could be done frequently to keep up-to-date with the doppler frequency changes. To decrease

the required computations, it may be done only when the scattering model has significantly changed. The

proposed algorithm enters the acquisition mode when the error trend exceeds a threshold as explained in

Section III-C5. Furthermore, the algorithm does not allow two consecutive acquisitions to happen very

closely (less than TAcq apart), because after each acquisition, other blocks of the algorithm need some

time to converge to the new model parameters.

3) Tracking the Doppler Frequencies: An adaptive algorithm is used to track the fine changes of the

doppler frequencies. Using a gradient-based approximation, the following LMS algorithm is derived in

Appendix D,

ωn+1(k) = ωn(k) + µKF=
[
xH

n|n(k) en

]
, (28)

where = is the imaginary operator, and

en = zn − hn|n (29)

is the Kalman estimation error, where

hn|n = mn xn|n. (30)
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Note the entanglement of the two tracking mechanisms which avoids any possible disparity between the

doppler frequencies and the amplitudes on a sample by sample basis.

4) Progressive Prediction: Given the current state xn, which carries all the information about the past,

the future channel state should be predicted. It has been shown [24] that given a constant state transition

matrix An, the MMSE estimate of the D-step prediction is

x̂n+D|n = AD
n xn|n. (31)

where x̂n+D|n is the estimate of the state vector at the time n + D, given the observations until the time

n. However, the doppler frequencies slowly change, resulting in slight changes from An+1 to An+D. It

is shown in Appendix E that considering the model changes over time, the optimal predictor is

x̂n+D|n = An+D · · ·An+2An+1 xn|n. (32)

At the time n, the matrices An+2, · · · ,An+D are not known. However, they can be estimated by assuming

the same trend for the doppler frequency changes over the next D samples. Utilizing the tracking model

of (28), the following estimate is obtained (see Appendix F for the proof),

An+D · · ·An+2An+1 = AD
n diag[ej

D(D+1)
2

δwnTs ], (33)

where

δwn = wn+1 −wn (34)

which can be calculated using (28).

Using the predicted state x̂n+D|n, the fading sample at the time n + D can be obtained as ĥn+D|n =

mn x̂n+D|n.

5) Calculation of the Error Trend: We use an exponential window for calculation of the error trend

from the sample errors as follows

En+1 = λEn + (1− λ) |en|2 , (35)

where λ is the forgetting factor (0 ¿ λ < 1). We set the λ to a value that the effect of each error sample

is decayed to one percent over the observation window, i.e.,

λNwin = 0.01. (36)
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IV. IMPLEMENTATIONS AND NUMERICAL RESULTS

Table II shows the simulation parameters. We use a wide-sense stationary (WSS) version of the Jakes

fading [22] (which uses 14 low-frequency sinusoids) to examine the performance of the underlying

algorithms. The Jakes fading is only valid for a rich scattering environment. Furthermore, because the

Jakes fading is stationary, it can not model the changes in the scattering environment. To test the algorithms

in a more realistic setting, we use a Ray-Tracing (RT) simulation environment as explained in [9]. The

mobile is randomly moving vertically and horizontally in the scattering area, comprising of three buildings,

and experiences different combinations of signal rays. At each point of the mobile path, it undergoes a

different doppler frequency and a different signal power for each ray it receives. The generated fading,

called “RT fading”, can closely resemble the channel in a real mobile environment, and is used to examine

the performance of the algorithms as well. Appendix B includes the pseudo-code for the LP and KF

algorithms showing the details of the implementation for the algorithms.

A. Simulation Results

To demonstrate how different parts of the proposed KF algorithm works, we show the results for a

sample of RT fading at the mobile speed of V = 25 kmph in Figs. 4 - 6 as follows. Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 show

the doppler frequencies ωn(k)’s and the magnitudes of the complex amplitudes αn(k)’s, respectively, and

Fig. 6 depicts the trajectories of |en|2 and En. For the RT fading sample used in this case, the fading

environment changes around the time samples of 0.2,1.35,1.55 and 2.0×104, corresponding to the times

of change in the mobile direction. As explained before, when the scattering environment significantly

changes, the algorithm detects the change through the error calculations and enters the acquisition mode.

Consequently, the frequency unit, and then the Kalman filter converge to the parameters of the new model.

This switch between the acquisition and tracking is clearly observable in the plots at the aforementioned

times.

The two prediction algorithms (LP and KF) are compared here, with respect to the average MSE versus

the prediction depth. The results are reported for various linear orders NAR, and various scattering orders

Nray, respectively (Nray is an approximation of Nsc in (19)). Fig. 7 shows the results for the Jakes fading
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for the mobile speeds of V = 25 and V = 100 kmph. It is observed that KF significantly outperforms

LP if Nray is large enough (here, for Nray ≥ 8), while LP fails at high prediction depths regardless of the

linear order NAR.

Fig. 8 shows the results for RT fading for V = 25 and V = 100 kmph. It is observed that KF always

outperform LP. For a linear predictor, the MSE is directly related to the correlation properties of the fading,

i.e., a lower correlation results in a higher MSE. The fading correlation is not monotonic, therefore the

MSE versus D plot may not be increasing at high mobile speeds as observed in Fig. 8 for V = 100

kmph. It is also observed that increasing Nray does not always improve the performance. In conclusion,

the simulations show that the proposed prediction algorithm can perform very well in realistic mobile

environments, and it significantly outperforms the adaptive linear algorithm.

V. CONCLUSION

In this article, we have proposed a new method for prediction of fading channels. The doppler fre-

quencies are estimated and updated by an acquisition-tracking method, and the amplitudes are updated

by an improved Kalman filter. Because of its self-recovering nature, the algorithm is robust to the

uncertainties such as the changes of the scattering environment, and the accuracy of the channel estimates

(i.e., observation SNR). Unlike most Kalman-based methods, the proposed algorithm has a reasonable

complexity. Most of the existing algorithms have a window-based structure requiring frequent high-

complexity computations, while the proposed method has a sample-by-sample structure resulting in a

steady flow of low-complexity calculations. In the tracking mode where algorithms are most of the time,

KF has a complexity of the order (D+20)Nray, while LP has a complexity of the order (D+2)NAR. The

simulation results show the performance advantage of the KF algorithm over the LP method, especially

for long-range predictions.
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APPENDIX A

MULTI-STEP TRACKING OF THE AR COEFFICIENTS

Assume that δn is the increment vector

an+1 = an + δn. (37)

From (37) and (7), we may write

Bn+1 = Bn + ∆n (38)

where

∆n =




δT
n

0(NAR−1)×NAR


 (39)

For the D-step predictor, we write

BD
n+1 = BD

n + ∆(D)
n . (40)

The structure of ∆
(D)
n may not exactly be as shown in (39), however, we show the first row of ∆

(D)
n as

δ
(D)
n .

Assuming a sufficiently large sampling frequency, an is slowly changing with the time index n, and δn

has a small norm. Therefore,

BD
n+1 = (Bn + ∆n)D (41)

∼= BD
n +

D∑
i=1

Bi−1
n ∆nB

D−i
n (42)

where (42) is approximated by neglecting the terms in which ∆n has a power larger than one. Hence,

∆(D)
n

∼=
D∑

i=1

Bi−1
n ∆nB

D−i
n (43)

From (40) we may write

a
(D)
n+1 = a(D)

n + δ(D)
n , (44)

which corresponds to the operation of the first rows of the matrices. Now, δ
(D)
n can be calculated using

δn as follows,

δn → ∆n → ∆(D)
n → δ(D)

n . (45)
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It is observed from (43) that each element of ∆
(D)
n is a linear combination of the elements of ∆n (or

equivalently δn). Therefore, each element of δ
(D)
n is a linear combination of δn and so we can write

δ(D)
n = G(D)

n δn (46)

where matrix G
(D)
n represents the linear combinations. Matrix G

(D)
n is a function of Bn or equivalently a

function of the elements of an. As an example, equations (47)-(49) show G
(D)
n for D = 1, 2, 3, 4, when

NAR = 3:

G(1)
n =




1 0 0

0 1 0

0 0 1




, (47)

G(2)
n =




2 an(1 ) 1 0

an(2 ) an(1 ) 1

an(3 ) 0 an(1 )




, (48)

G(3)
n =




3 an(1 )2 + 2 an(2 ) 2 an(1 ) 1

2 an(1 ) an(2 ) + an(3 ) 2 an(2 ) + an(1 )2 an(1 )

2 an(1 ) an(3 ) an(3 ) an(1 )2 + an(2 )




, · · · (49)

It is observed that the analytical form of G
(D)
n is more complicated for a larger D. For most applications

an is slowly changing, hence G
(D)
n may be recalculated only in the acquisition mode. This approximation

can be further simplified if G
(D)
n is calculated for a fixed typical channel. For example, for the channel

a = [1, 0, · · · , 0]T , G
(D)
n has a simple form; when NAR = 3,

G(D)
n ≈




D D − 1 D − 2

0 1 1

0 0 1




. (50)

Our simulations show that the performance does not change significantly with this approximation in a

wide range of mobile speed and D.
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APPENDIX B

PSEUDO-CODE FOR THE ALGORITHMS

A. LP Algorithm

L1: Start

• Set n = 0

L2: Estimate the LP coefficients

• Estimate an from the Yule-Walker equations

• Calculate a
(D)
n from (16)

• Set nAcq = n

L3: Set n = n + 1

L4: Linear Prediction

• Calculate ĥn+D|n by (12)

L5: Acquisition time?

• If n− nAcq = TAR, then Goto L2

L6: Tracking the LP coefficients

• Calculate an+1 by (17)

• Calculate a
(D)
n+1 from (16)

L7: Goto L3

B. KF Algorithm

L1: Start

• Set n = 0

L2: Model Acquisition

• Estimate ωn(k)’s and αn(k)’s using FFT

• Calculate An by (21)

• Set nAcq = n
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L3: Set n = n + 1

L4: Kalman filter

• Calculate xn|n from (23)-(27)

L5: Predict the state vector

• Calculate (33)

• Calculate x̂n+D|n by (32)

L6: Error check

• Calculate En+1 by (35)

• If En+1 ≥ EThr and n− nAcq ≥ TAcq, then Goto L2

L7: Tracking the Doppler frequencies

• Calculate (30)

• Calculate the sample error by (29)

• Calculate ωn+1(k)’s by (28)

L8: Goto L3

APPENDIX C

EXTENSION OF THE PROPOSED FADING MODEL

We provided a state-space model for a single-path SISO channel in Section III-B. To extend the model

to MIMO and/or multipath channels, the same approach can be used. Assume there is a total of Nch

different channels, where each one uses Nray sinusoids. Furthermore, assume that each channel has Nmp

resolvable multipath. The model can be shown as follows,




Xn = An Xn−1 + Qn

Zn = Mn Xn + Vn

(51)
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Each variable plays the same role as in (20). Xn is a NchNray × Nmp matrix which is constructed by

stacking the state vectors of different channels and different multipath components as follows

Xn =




xn(1, 1) xn(1, 2) · · · xn(1, Nmp)

xn(2, 1) xn(2, 2) · · · xn(2, Nmp)

...
...

...

xn(Nch, 1) xn(Nch, 2) · · · xn(Nch, Nmp)




(52)

where xn(i, j) is the Nray× 1 state vector of the j-th multipath of the i-th channel. An is a square matrix

with NchNray diagonal elements containing the doppler frequencies, Zn and Vn are Nch ×Nmp matrices

which contain the observation and the observation noise for each channel at time n, respectively. Mn is

a Nch ×NchNray matrix as depicted in the following,

Mn =




1

1

. . .

1




(53)

containing Nch “1”-vectors defined as

1 = [1, 1, · · · , 1]1×Nray
(54)

APPENDIX D

TRACKING ALGORITHM FOR THE DOPPLER FREQUENCIES

Considering the definition of xn in (20), from (19) it can be written

ĥn =
Nsc∑

k=1

xn−1(k) ejωn(k)Ts , (55)

as the phase-shifts of the sinusoidal terms up to the time n− 1 are absorbed in xn−1(k). Assume the cost

function

Cn = E

[∣∣∣hn − ĥn

∣∣∣
2
]

(56)

= E
[|en|2

]
, (57)
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where

en = hn − ĥn. (58)

Hence, a gradient-based tracking algorithm can be implemented as

wn+1(k) = wn(k)− µ0
∂Cn

∂wn(k)
. (59)

To derive the LMS algorithm, we can write

∂Cn

∂wn(k)
≈ ∂ |en|2

∂wn(k)
(60)

=
∂(eH

n en)

∂wn(k)
(61)

= 2< [
(−j Ts xn−1(k) ejωn(k)Ts)H en

]
(62)

= 2< [
(−j Ts xn(k))H en

]
(63)

= 2< [
j Ts xH

n (k) en

]
(64)

= −2 Ts=
[
xH

n (k) en

]
(65)

where < and = are the real and imaginary operators, respectively. Equation (60) is obtained by replacing

the E[·] of the error term in (57) with the instantaneous value. Now, we can write the LMS algorithm as

follows

wn+1(k) = wn(k) + µ= [
xH

n (k) en

]
, (66)

where µ = 2 Ts µ0 is the step size.

APPENDIX E

MULTI-STEP PREDICTION OF THE STATE VECTOR

Assume the state-space model shown in (20). The state at the time n + D could be written as

xn+D = An+D xn+D−1 + qn+D (67)

= An+D (An+D−1 xn+D−2 + qn+D−1) + qn+D (68)

= An+DAn+D−1xn+D−2 + An+Dqn+D−1 + qn+D. (69)
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Continuing this calculation results in

xn+D = An+DAn+D−1 · · ·An+1xn +

An+DAn+D−1 · · ·An+2qn+1 + · · ·

+An+Dqn+D−1 + qn+D (70)

Hence, for prediction of xn+D given the available observation data up to the time n, from (70), we have

x̂n+D|n = E [xn+D|zn] (71)

= An+DAn+D−1 · · ·An+1E [xn|zn] +

0 + · · ·+ 0 + 0 (72)

= An+DAn+D−1 · · ·An+1 xn|n (73)

using the fact that E[qi|zn] = 0, i > n.

Finally, the fading sample at the time n + D can be predicted as

ĥn+D|n = E [hn+D|zn] (74)

= E [mn+D xn+D + vn+D|zn] (75)

= mn+D x̂n+D|n (76)

= mn+D An+DAn+D−1 · · ·An+1 xn|n. (77)

APPENDIX F

TRACKING THE MULTI-STEP TRANSITION MATRIX

Consider the proposed state-space model described in Section III-B. Implementing (77), it can be written

An+D · · ·An+1 = diag
[
ej{ωn+D(1)+···+ωn+1(1)}Ts , · · · , ej{ωn+D(Nray)+···+ωn+1(Nray)}Ts

]
(78)

The doppler frequencies are slowly changing. To track these changes, we assume a first order model

and use linear extrapolation to write

wn+d
∼= wn + d δwn, d = 1, 2, · · · , D. (79)
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where δwn = wn+1 −wn. Consequently,

An+D · · ·An+1 = diag
[
ej{D ωn(1)+(D+···+2+1) δωn(1)}Ts , · · · , ej{D ωn(Nray)+(D+···+2+1) δωn(Nray)}Ts

]
(80)

= AD
n diag

[
ej

D(D+1)
2

δwnTs

]
. (81)
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Fig. 2. Block diagram of the linear prediction algorithm (LP)
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Fig. 3. Block diagram of proposed prediction algorithm (KF)
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Q The covariance matrix of the model noise
zn The observation sample
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Pn|n−1 The covariance matrix of the a priori error
Pn|n The covariance matrix of the a posteriori error
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